
CAPSULE COFFEE  MACHINE 4 IN 1 HiBREW H1A-white (white) Ref: 5906168432552
CAPSULE COFFEE  MACHINE 4 IN 1 HiBREW H1A-white (white)

HiBREW H1A-white (white) 4-in-1 capsule coffee maker.
Now you can easily  prepare  delicious,  aromatic  coffee.  The HiBREW H1A coffee  maker  is  distinguished by  a  pressure  of  19  bars,  and
thanks to the technology used, it heats up quickly and stably maintains the temperature at the right level. It  works extremely quietly,
and its operation is extremely simple. The device is compatible with Nespresso and Dolce Gusto capsules, as well as ESE sachets, and
also allows you to brew ground coffee. A stimulating espresso? Or perhaps an aromatic americano? The choice is yours!
 
The coffee you like
Start  your  day  with  a  cup  of  your  favorite  coffee.  The  HiBREW universal  coffee  maker  is  compatible  with  Dolce  Gusto  and  Nespresso
capsules. It also allows you to brew ground coffee. You can also adjust the size of your drink - just press and hold the appropriate button.
With HiBREW you can easily prepare exactly the coffee you like. Small and strong? Or maybe big, but a little weaker? You decide!
 
19 bars - excellent taste
You no longer need to go to a coffee shop when you fancy a velvety, full-flavored coffee. With HiBREW you can easily prepare one at your
home! The H1A coffee maker features a pressure of as much as 19 bars. This allows it to bring out the best from the beans. Great taste
and delightful aroma - see how delicious home coffee can be! Prepare a stimulating espresso or a velvety americano for a meeting with
friends.
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Fast heating - a delicious hot drink
The HiBREW H1A espresso maker is equipped with an extended stainless steel heating element, which, combined with the Thermoblock
technology used and a precise temperature sensor, allows for stable heat retention. As a result, you can be sure that your coffee will be
hot enough (above 88°C). What's more, the device heats up very quickly. You don't have to wait too long for your coffee - with HiBREW,
your espresso will be ready in just about 40 seconds!
 
User-friendly
Operating the machine is extremely simple. Just fill  the reservoir with water and place the capsule or ground coffee in the appropriate
place. Then all you have to do is select the size of your beverage. And that's it - you are so close to a cup of hot, aromatic espresso! The
device also works surprisingly quietly - its volume level is only about 68 dB. The water tank of the machine was created from high-quality
materials that do not contain harmful BPA.
 
 
Manufacturer	HiBREWModel	H1APressure	19 barRated voltage	AC 220-240 V 50/60 HzRated power	1450 WWeight	3 kgDimensions	260 x 260
x 110 mm

Price:

Before: € 130.995

Now: € 126.00

Small appliances, Coffee makers
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